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Mastek Wins the ISG Paragon Awards 2023, North America, in the 

‘Environment Sustainability’ Category 

Mumbai, October 03, 2023: Mastek (NSE: MASTEK; BSE: 523704), a trusted digital engineering and cloud 

transformation partner, today announced that it has been honored with the ISG Paragon Awards™ North 

America in the ‘Environment Sustainability’ category. The recognition highlights Mastek’s significant 

positive impacts on environmental sustainability for its client, the Arizona Department of Forestry and Fire 

Management (ADFFM), its consumers, and the overall community.  

ISG recognized Mastek for implementing a new Salesforce architecture that decomplex ADFFM’s digital 

and data models and supported the organization’s Healthy Forest Initiative (HFI). It effectively manages 

wildfire prevention and public safety projects and streamlined workflows across project tracking, progress 

monitoring, and project funding management.  

 “We were able to establish a strong spirit of collaboration with Mastek that made everything work out so 

well,” said Wolfgang Grunberg, GIS and Data Supervisor, ADFFM. He further added, “We can finally 

summarize how many acres were treated and see at a glance what funds were allocated. We are happy that 

the project was recognized by ISG.” 

“Congratulations to Mastek for earning a 2023 ISG Paragon Award for North America for their innovative 

work with the Arizona Department of Forestry and Fire Management,” said Todd Lavieri, Partner and 

President, ISG Americas and Asia Pacific. “Providers and enterprises are continuously finding new ways to 

complement each other’s strengths and overcome business challenges together. ISG is honored to recognize 

the Mastek/ADFFM partnership for achieving outstanding environmental impacts.” 

Hiral Chandrana, CEO at Mastek Group said, “We are delighted to receive this esteemed honor from ISG. 

Mastek has always prioritized technology and innovative approaches as key drivers of sustainable growth 

and business excellence. We also extend our heartfelt congratulations to our valued client, ADFFM, for their 

commitment and collaborative efforts in fostering a sustainable environment for people and our planet." 

Every year, the ISG Paragon Award™ recognizes the most impactful and innovative sourcing partnerships.  

It stands as a testament to the remarkable accomplishments and contributions made by service providers 

each year. Winners are selected by a panel of independent industry experts.  

About Mastek 
Mastek is an enterprise digital and cloud transformation partner that engineers excellence for customers 

in industries such as healthcare and life sciences, retail & consumer, manufacturing, financial services, and 

public sector across 40 countries, including the UK, US, Europe, Middle East, and Asia Pacific. Mastek helps 

enterprises decomplex digital and delivers business outcomes with trust, value, and velocity across the 

spectrum of services including digital experience & engineering, cloud implementations, data, automation 

& AI, and cloud managed services. A preferred Oracle, Salesforce, Microsoft, AWS and Snowflake partner, 

Mastek has 6000+ employees and delivers right-fit solutions to both medium businesses and global 

Fortune 1000 clients. For more details, please visit our website www.mastek.com  
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